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South West Water Ltd
• Water and sewerage services for 

Cornwall, Devon and parts of 
Somerset and Dorset

• Owned by the Pennon Group (SWW, 
Viridor Waste and Bournemouth 
Water – pending CMA investigation)

• Privatised in 1989, since spent £6 
billion improving the region’s water 
and sewerage service

• Just entered our 2015-2020 
planning period with some 
extremely challenging targets on 
GHG reduction and renewable 
energy sourcing 

Pennon

SWW Viridor
(50001)

Bournemouth 
Water
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What’s in SWW’s 2015-20 
Business Plan?

• Energy & Carbon Stats -
• ~1,800 sites
• Energy usage ~260GWh/yr
• Energy bill ~£24m/yr
• Renewable 50GWh/yr (by 2020)
• Emissions 150ktCO2e (by 2020)

WaterFuture –
• Submitted to Ofwat in December 2013

• Receives ‘enhanced’ status April 2014

• Good deal for customers, bills will be 7% 
lower in 2020 than in 2015 (in real terms)



FLOODING & INUNDATION

Key challenges for our 
‘WaterFuture’

Key Environmental Challenges
• Climate Change (Resilience)

• Population Growth

• New Legislation
POPULATION 

GROWTH

DROUGHT & WATER 
RESOURCE ISSUES
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The SWW plan WaterFuture talks about Reliability, Responsiveness, Resilience and Sustainability as the key challenges.Lets take a look at the sustainability challengeWaterFuture – Sustainability underpins SWW activities over next 25 years 
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Case Study: 
Exeter Water Treatment Works 

Building in resilience & protecting 
assets for the future

Pynes Water Treatment Works serving Exeter is

a site that was built on the River Exe flood plain 

in1833, the site is at risk from flooding. Given the 

evidence of flood risk from future climate change 

events SWW have spent £2.2m on building a 600 

metre long steel sheet piled wall to protect the 

site from a one in 100 year flood event. This work 

secures the site’s future for years to come.

Protecting our assets:
Climate change adaptation
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What I’m not going to talk much about is Climate Change Adaptation, although I think it is important to In terms of climate change adaptation we know that we will have to protect our assets from future events



Customer Priorities

2012 customer consultation 
ranks investment in renewables
& carbon footprint 17th out of 17



Outcome Delivery Incentives: 
Targets for 2015-2020

Reputational ODIs

GHG Emissions 
150ktCO2e by 2019/20

Renewable Energy
20%sourced by 2019/20

~12% reduction in emissions over 5 years

~64% increase in renewable energy usage 
over 5 years



Global context of                       
GHG emissions control

• UNFCCC COP 21 takes place in Paris 
December 2015

• 190 nations expected to produce global 
agreement for 2020–2030+

• EU  - committed to 40% cut on 1990 levels

• USA - 26%-28% on 2005 levels (poss.32%?)

• China – emissions to peak by 2030

• UK Response Climate Change Act 2008 -
80% reduction by 2050 from 1990 levels
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Global context
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The Government’s Carbon Plan: 
Progress to date

The Government’s Climate Change Act 2008 requires a 80% reduction in emissions 
by 2050, a series of five-year carbon budgets provides incremental reduction targets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Begin by taking a look at how the UK is progressing towards the 80% reduction target.Kyoto target 2008-2012 was comfortably met, but was aided by economic downturn from 2008 onwards.Historical evidence would suggest that the UK is currently on track to meet the target, but future carbon budgets are looking increasingly challenging to achieve.2008 Climate Change Act Statutory 80% reduction by 2050 (on 1990 baseline)5 year carbon budgets, 4th carbon budget (2023 to 2027) = 50% reduction by 20252050 Target. The act commits the UK to reducing emissions by at least 80% in 2050 from 1990 levels. This target was based on advice from the CCC report: Building a Low-carbon Economy. The 80% target includes GHG emissions from the devolved administrations, which currently accounts for around 20% of the UK’s total emissions.605mtCO2e in 2013Currently Down 25% of their 1990 levelFirst carbon budget (2008–12), 3,018 mtCO2e,  23% reduction below base year levelsSecond carbon budget (2013–17), 2,782  mtCO2e, 29% reduction below base year levelsThird carbon budget (2018–22), 2,544  mtCO2e, 35% by 2020Fourth carbon budget (2023–27), 1,950mtCO2e, 50%, 50% by 2025



SWW road map to 80% reduction 
in GHG by 2050
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Presentation Notes
So could SWW make the 80% saving?This is what an 80% reduction could look like for SWW.This was produced before we did any modelling.We could set ourselves carbon budgets for individual AMPs, taking our lead from the Government’s carbon budget plans, but in practice it’s likely to be helpful to set AMP targets according to the planned programme of work, i.e. Non-linear emissions reductions. 



SWW keen to play its part
SWW Strategic Direction - “Water Future: Our Vision 2015-2040” 

published in December 2012 

Baseline changed to 2009/10, 
since this represents a better 
set of data and more mature 
GHG reporting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But what about carbon mitigation?Here’s the SWW target. Published in our 2012 Water Future: Our Vision 2015-2040 document. Less of a target perhaps and more of a strategic aim.The original baseline was 2006, our highest recorded emission of GHG, but in the interests of using the most up to date carbon accounting practice I think it is more sensible that the baseline is aligned with the K5 baseline using 2009/10 data. 



 Customer view - Engagement for PR14 BP reveals customers generally 
supportive with a “greater concern for the environment than in 2009”

 Government view – Defra’s challenge to UK WI to contribute to targets

 Ofwat view – GHG Outcome Delivery Incentive (ODI) for AMP6 + key 
indicator for annual reporting

 City view – Strong performance in indices such as the Carbon Disclosure 
Project attracts ethical investors

 CRC – annual energy bill ~£24m, annual CRC bill >£2m and rising

 Mandatory GHG Reporting – legal requirement to report on GHG emissions

 Indentifies money saving investments – renewable energy & efficiency

 Voluntary Targets – Commitments from WaterUK, individual company 
targets and competition, progress towards carbon neutrality?

SWW only 3% of UK WI emissions, which itself is only 1% of all UK emissions –
So why are we bothering?

But what are the                     
drivers for action?
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SWW only 0.032% of all UK emissionsOur customers attach a high importance to the environment and they expect us to protect it at all times.When compared to research findings in 2009 there is now even greater concern about the environment. Our customers attach importance to ‘minimising any impact on the environment for future generations’ and are generally supportive of our environmental work although some believe this is less important than delivering our core services.Our research has shown support for renewable energy and new technologies. This is something our future customers, in particular, assume we will make use of as a matter of course. A small proportion of customers indicated they would be prepared to accept a bill increase to pay for catchment management but more customers wanted this to be donewithout affecting bills. Customers were supportive of spreading any bill impact between now and 2025.Key findings from our research sample: In their ranking of priority areas across the whole businessour household customers attached the following rankings tothese environmental areas:- protecting habitats (10th)- catchment management (12th)- reducing harmful abstraction (14th)- reducing energy consumption and our carbonfootprint (17th)»» Non-household customers were similar in their rankingof these priorities.Meeting the Target: UK Government Policy DriversEU ETSCarbon Reduction Commitment (CRC)Carbon Floor PriceClimate Change AgreementsClimate Change LevyRenewables subsidy mechanisms (RO, FITs, CfD)Zero-Carbon Homes, Green Deal etc.Green Investment Bank



What commitments are other UK 
Water Companies making?

GHG Emissions reduction pledges -
• Anglian water - 50% reduction by 2035             

(2010 baseline)       

• Dwr Cymru - At least 50% reduction by 2035

• Northumbrian Water - 35% reduction by 2020                           
(2008 baseline) 

• Severn Trent - 80% reduction by 2040,                                  
carbon neutral and energy self-sufficient aim

• Thames Water - 20% reduction by 2020                                         
(1990 baseline)

• United Utilities - 50% reduction by 2035                                      
(2005/06 baseline)

• Wessex Water - 80% reduction by 2050
+ aim to be carbon neutral (no timeframe)

• South West Water - 80% reduction by 2050                               
(2009/10 baseline)
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...and the rest of the industry have recognised the value in reducing emissionsKey UK Water Industry StatsDelivering around 17,200 megalitres of drinking water per dayHandling 1.7 million tonnes of sludge per yearUsing 9TWh energy per yearEmitting ~5mtCO2e per yr299 tCO2e/Ml water delivered (UK average)314 tCO2e/Ml sewage treated - full flow to treatment (UK average)738 tCO2e/Ml sewage treated (UK average) 



Previous studies/publications
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So what if we did look at how to achieve the 80% reduction – there’s plenty of information available



Assessing the options for GHG 
reduction: What‘s in the tool kit?

80% 
GHG 

Reduction

Grid De-
carbonisation

Energy 
Efficiency

Renewable 
Energy

Green
Tariff 

Electricity

Carbon 
Offsetting

Sludge 
Strategy

Transport 
Efficiency

Demand -
side 

Reduction

Leakage

Chemicals

Supply Chain 
(Outsourced 
Contracts)

Upstream 
& Down-
stream 

Thinking

Identify Obvious Opportunities 

• Grid decarbonisation

• Energy efficiencies

• Improved design

• Operational      
improvements

• Wider use of           
renewable energy 

• Adoption of new 
technologies

• Demand side reduction

• Better management of 
catchments and drainage 
systems
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There’s plenty of stakeholder interest in carbon reduction within the water industry from outside stakeholders. Recently CIWEM published their Blueprint for Carbon Emissions Reduction in the UK Water Industry, whilst a few years ago the EA published their report A Low Carbon Water Industry in 2050. Back in 2010 Ofwat published Playing our part: how can we cut GHG emissions in the water and sewerage sectorsThe first thing to do is to identify the range of opportunities for emissions reduction, at least everything that currently known about.



SWW Carbon Footprint
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By looking at our own emissions footprint we can identify the relative contributions to emissions from SWW activities.So concentrating on SWW and our challenge to reduce emissions by 80%, firstly we need to know what sources of emissions can we reduce, so looking at our 2013/14 operational carbon footprint we can immediately so that emissions are dominated by imported electricity. 



‘Pathways to 2050’ analysis
• Energy Intern 

(undergraduate 
from UEA)

• 6 weeks to 
undertake 
detailed analysis!

Outputs - Spreadsheet 
model + 27 page report 
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So we have all that we need to do the analysis. The brief being to test the feasibility of SWW achieving an 80% emissions reduction by 2050 given all that we know at this point in time today.I don’t have time to do this analysis myself and there is no one else in SWW that is looking at carbon mitigation in the long term and so our opportunities for internal research are clearly limited. Hence we turned to our summer intern to carry out the work, and I’m happy to say she did a first class job, producing a complex spreadsheet model and a 27 page report explaining the outputs. However it should be noted that the project was completed in 6 weeks from start to finish and so the level of detail in the model and subsequent sensitively testing was appropriate for a 6 week project.  



Modelling future SWW GHG 
emissions:the key brief

• Based on current knowledge & current GHG accounting methodology

• Looking at emissions reduction feasibility only – no costs modelled!!

• Baseline year 2009/10 (same as base year for AMP5)

• Use publicly available grid decarbonisation scenarios as the basis for 
the analysis (1 x DECC and 4 x National Grid)

• Include all significant carbon reduction options currently available

• Estimate and include the impact of drivers for increasing carbon 
emissions, such as population growth, higher treatment standards

• It’s okay to make assumptions, as long as we record what we’ve 
done and why we’ve done it 
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List of key assumptions made for the modelling



Grid decarbonisation 
scenarios

Publicly available decarbonisation Scenarios

1. DECC Central Scenario
DECC Central 
Scenario

National Grid 
Scenarios (2014)*
2. ‘No Progression’
3. ‘Slow Progression’
4. ‘Low Carbon Life’
5. ‘Gone Green’

*note: for 2015 ‘Low Carbon Life’ has now 
been replaced by ‘Consumer Power’
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DECC Central scenario assumes 100gCO2e/kWh by 2030 DECC Central Scenario - The DECC 2050 Pathways Calculator was used to produce the DECC scenario. It is an open-source model designed by DECC in consultation with a number of stakeholders. It allows the user to experiment with different assumptions about behaviour and technology deployment in order to view possible impacts on the path to 2050 with respect to final energy demand, primary energy supply, and progress on the 2050 GHG target. The scenario explored here is the central case which has been created as analogous to a MARKAL scenario. National Grid No ProgressionEconomic - Slow UK economic recovery.Political - Inconsistent political statements within Government, resulting in investor uncertainty.Technological - Gas is the preferred choice for generation over renewableS. Little technological innovation occurs in the energy sector.Social - Consumers are not engaged with energy efficiency. Low uptake of electric vehicles and heat pumpsEnvironmental - Targets are missed. No new environmental targets introduced.National Grid Slow ProgressionEconomic - Slow UK economic recovery.Political - Political will for sustainability but financial constraints prevent delivery of policies.Technological - Renewable generation chosen over low-carbon generation. Low levels of innovation in the energy sector.Social - Engaged consumers focused on drive for energy efficiency but with low uptake of electric vehicles and heat pumps due to affordability.Environmental - Environmental targets missed but hit later. New European targets introduced.National Grid Low Carbon LifeEconomic - Growing UK economy.Political - Short-term political volatility but long-term consensus around decarbonisation.Technological - Renewable generation at a local level. High innovation in the energy sector.Social - High uptake of electric vehicles but consumers not focused on energy efficiency. 'Going green' is a by-product of purchasing desirable items.Environmental - Carbon target hit. No new environmental targets introduced.National Grid Gone GreenEconomic - Growing UK economy.Political - Domestic and European policy harmonisation, with long-term certainty provided.Technological - High levels of renewable generation with high innovation in the energy sector.Social - Engaged consumers focused on drive for energy efficiency. This results in high uptake of electric vehicles and heat pumps.Environmental - All targets hit, including new European targets post-2020.1. The four scenarios for 2015 explore what the future of energy might look like through to 2050. The scenarios – Consumer Power, Gone Green, Slow Progression and No Progression – are based on the energy trilemma and describe different but credible pathways for the future.2. To develop the FES we engaged with a total of 233 organisations over the past 12 months, spanning consumers, supply chain, the energy industry, customers, policy makers and community groups among others. These stakeholders played a fundamental role in developing the scenarios.3. Great Britain remains a net importer of electricity in three of our four scenarios with Gone Green being the only scenario showing exports by the mid-2030s.4. There is major variation between the scenarios in terms of gas supply sources. Under Consumer Power GB shale gas production would reach 32 billion cubic metres per year by 2030. In contrast, a Slow Progression world would see us 90% dependent on imported gas by 2035.5. One of the key themes to emerge from the stakeholder engagement process is operability challenges. In our Consumer Power scenario, by 2020 demand on the transmission system could be as low at 16.7GW on some days due to the output from low carbon generation. These changes, without action from innovative technological solutions, will lead to system balancing challenges.6. Electricity margins remain narrow but manageable and longer -term security of supply improves as a result of the Capacity Market, which is shown in all four scenarios from 2018/19.7. The Gone Green scenario sees a high level of green ambition, so that by 2020 we would experience 10GW of additional installed wind generation, more than 900,000 heat pumps in place and 27 million smart meters installed. It is the only scenario to achieve all renewable and carbon targets on time.8. Lower economic growth puts the brakes on progress towards environmental targets in the Slow Progression scenario. From electricity, interconnectors provide 8.4GW by 2020, while 9GW of wind generation is installed – a year behind Gone Green.9. In a No Progression world security of supply at the lowest cost is the primary consideration. Gas is the dominant fuel source for generation making up 35% of installed capacity in 2020 and it takes until 2040 for residential houses to reach the Zero Carbon Homes target for energy efficiency.10. Consumerism and quality of life drive decision-making in the Consumer Power scenario. In this world we see 120,000 micro combined heat and power (CHP) units installed in homes in 2020 and 100 shale sites are developed by 2030.



• 85,000 assets (most of 
which rotate), so 80% 
of energy      efficiency 
investment directed at 
optimising pumping & 

aeration 

• But, most interventions 
return equipment to 

some prior condition, 
so tagged as ‘energy 

recovery’

• Lighting, heating, IT 
equip, employee 
engagement & 

behaviours 

• More permanent energy 
reductions

• Additional ‘blue 
sky thinking’ 
scenario that 

assumes 
permanent energy 

efficiencies are 
boosted by as yet 

unknown 
innovations

Investment in energy efficiency saving ~5GWh/yr (saving 2,650tCO2e/yr)

The role of energy efficiency
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We also have the issue that we can intervene across around 200 or 300 assets per year.



Energy Efficiency: 
Optimising Assets

• 80% of electricity consumption

• Programme of testing, refurbishing & 
rescheduling pumps & compressors

• Fixed permanent efficiency 
monitoring/metering

• Condition Based Monitoring

• Replacement with high                  
efficiency motors

• VSDs & PLC controllers

• 20 % of electricity consumption
• Lighting - LED Lighting Replacement
• Heating & Cooling
• Voltage Optimisation
• UV treatment
• IT Equipment/Servers
• Staff Engagement 
• Behavioural Change Programme
• Training and Energy Advice



The role of renewable 
energy

Key assumptions made with renewables –

Renewable Energy Self-supply (there are limits to renewables growth!)
• Hydro - all (or almost all) ‘larger’ schemes already delivered

• Sewage Gas CHP - AAD could replace conventional AD at 3 largest WWTW  

• Wind - most cost effective option, but location, planning & subsidy challenge

• Solar PV - longer paybacks (typ:7 to10 years), but quicker & easier to install

Renewable Energy Import 
• ‘Sleeved’ volume - Re-imported export from SWW embedded renewables 

• Private wire from 3rd party owed and operated adjacent RE schemes

• Grid imported via green tariff from energy supplier (not part of modelling)

Current (2015) Future (2050)
20GWh (8%) 129GWh (>50%)

Presenter
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Clearly there is going to be a limit to the number of renewable energy projects that we can deploy



Headline Stats:
54 renewable energy sites
10MW installed capacity
Typ.25GWh generation PA
4 different technologies

Anaerobic Digestion with CHP – 1.7MW 
Hydro Power – 6MW

Baseline of current SWW 
renewable energy assets

Honiton STW ground mount, 50kW

Countess Wear STW Anaerobic Digestion with 
CHP, 660kW

Mary Tavy Hydro Station, 
2,600kW

Solar PV – 2MW
Wind – 100kW

Lowermoor WTW, 
Northwind 100kW



3rd Party Strategic Partnerships/Community 
Energy Group Collaborative Projects

More site based wind, 8 
to 10 turbines

More Microhydro

More Solar PV

A renewable energy strategy for 
2015-2020 and beyond

Optimisation of 
Anaerobic Digestion 

Sites
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Beyond 2015: Renewable Energy Strategy 2015-2020 3rd Party Strategic Partnerships5MW Solar Farm adjacent to SWW’s largest operational Water Treatment Works in CornwallPrivate wire cable connection and long term PPA signed and in effect. Supplied c.5GWh to SWW site per annumTechnologyStrategyTypical InstallPaybackAnaerobic Digestion with CHPOptimisation of existing assets30kW – 660kW5 – 10 yearsHydro Electric PowerNew small-scale developments40kW – 250kW6 – 11 yearsWind PowerSingle turbine installs to match SWW site demand80kW – 500kW3 – 7 yearsSolar PVSmall-scale roof or ground mount to match site demand30kW – 250kW8 – 15 years3rd Party Supply. Private Wire ConnectionIndentify opportunities near SWW sites, engage with local community groupsDepends on SWW site demandN/A



Engaging with local communities 
and community groups

SWW Operational Site

Adjacent Landowner

Grid 
Connection

Community Group 
& Landowner

1) Scaled project developed and owned 
by community group & landowner
2) All subsidy payments and sale of 
electricity (to SWW), goes to the project
3) SWW benefits from cheaper electricity 
and contribution to RE targets

Presenter
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Potential for collaboration with local community energy groups and other 3rd party developers to achieve our goalsWorking with RegenSW as a point of contact with local community groupsDiscuss with community group on the potential to collaborate  on RE projects to supply SWW sitesSupporting Regen’s Communities Support programme and Community Energy NetworkKeen to align SWW renewable energy aspirations with local community energy interests



Other emissions reducing 
options

Some key assumptions –

• Transport – Gradual switch to electric cars beginning        
from 2020

• Process & Fugitive Emissions (CH4 & N2O) – Step      
reductions as AAD plants come online over next 15 years,      
process & fugitive emissions actually increase but net emissions 
reduce because of additional renewable energy output

• Chemicals – AAD significantly reduces lime usage.                
Chemicals benefit from grid decarbonisation in manufacture

• Supply Chain/Outsourced Contracts – Assume our     
suppliers also begin switching to electric vehicles after 2020

• Leakage - Current 84Ml/d reduced to 64Ml/d by 2040, but       
gains offset by population growth & future higher treatment 
standards 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consideration of what could drive up emissions?- SW Population growth 15% to 30% by 2050- Capital Growth, Higher quality and environmental standards, Water Framework Directive- Private sewers- Saline Intrusion
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Innovation and Whole Life Carbon

2015-2020
New north Plymouth WTW to 
replace Crownhill WTW
Suspended ion exchange and 
ceramic microfiltration process set 
to reduce energy and chemical 
intensive processes. Built by 2020.

Embodied Carbon in Design and Procurement  -
Investment planning software calculates embodied carbon + operational 

carbon over life of asset to provide ‘whole life’ carbon value 

IE3 pumps with >50% 
recycled content

Restormel
(Cornwall) WTW 

GAC plant



SWW ‘Pathways to 2050’:      
the outputs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Results under DECC Central Scenario: Estimates of Contributions to Emissions ReductionsThe results of the modelling, in this case under DECC central scenario show that grid decarbonisation will deliver slightly less than 50% of the emissions reduction, while investments in renewable energy contribute around a further 50%. Energy efficiency delivers some permanent emissions reductions but much of the investment in energy efficiency is actually spent on energy recovery. The affect of the reduced per capital consumption and improvements in leakage rates is somewhat counteracted by population growth and higher treatment standards. 



2009/10 Baseline 
GHG Emissions = 
175,318 tCO2e

2049/50 GHG 
Emissions = 
37,556 tCO2e

Results under DECC Central Scenario
Modelled 
output 
shows a 
78.6% 
reduction is 
achievable 
by 2050 
under this 
DECC grid 
decarbonis
-ation 
scenario

SWW ‘Pathways to 2050’:      
the outputs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emissions in 2009/10 are almost 75% of the total operational footprint. By 2050 this has reduced to just 14% and the largest proportion of emissions is the 56% now occupied by process and fugitive emissions. These process and fugitive emissions are very difficult to remove as there is an assumed level of methane and nitrous oxide escapes from waste water treatment based on the volume of sludge treated.



2009/10 Baseline
GHG Emissions = 175,318 tCO2e

2050 
GHG Emissions = 37,556 tCO2e

SWW ‘Pathways to 2050’:      
the outputs



80% reduction:
Possible or not possible?

Under the constraints of the modelling only 2 of the scenarios achieve 80% reduction

Grid decarbonisation delivers around a half of the reductions under most scenarios
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Only 2 of the grid decarbonisation scenarios actually output an 80% reduction, with 2 others being reasonably close. The national grid’s no 



In conclusion

• 80% emissions reduction is just feasible but only under the most 
optimistic grid decarbonisation scenarios

• Planned electricity grid decarbonisation accounts for c.50% of 
required reduction

• There are clearly limits to embedded renewable energy deployment, 
but 50% of required reduction could be achieved from this if 3rd party 
renewable energy supply is included

• Energy efficiency plays a less significant role than expected due to 
temporary effectiveness of most interventions, sustained efficiencies
tend to be the result of technical innovations

• Upward growth is checked by falls in PCC and leakage reduction

• Ultimately - Long term targets are helpful for strategic planning and 
can help drive innovation
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80% emissions reduction is just about feasible but only under the most optimistic of grid decarbonisation scenariosGrid decarbonisation could deliver roughly half of the emissions reduction required to meet the 80% target between now and 2050Whilst there are clear physical limits to the deployment of embedded renewables around a half of the emissions reduction could be delivered primarily by renewable energy, either self generated or imported through private wire (or via green tariffs if necessary)Energy efficiency plays a less significant role than expected due to the temporary effectiveness of the bulk of current interventions, although continual technical innovation is expected to drive more permanent savingsCatchment management initiatives such as ‘Upstream Thinking’ could play a vital future role in achieving the 80% reduction target if Government accepts these investments as legitimate emissions reducing activities for company GHG accounting & reportingUpward pressure - Significant population growth in SW (up ~20% by 2050) + higher treatment standards are likely to drive emissions up, but forecast pcc reductions & less leakage helps to check this riseUltimately long-term targets are helpful for strategic planning and can drive innovation. Despite large uncertainties in forecasting emissions far into the future it is important to at least try to understand if the company’s longer term strategic aims are technically feasible



www.southwestwater.co.uk
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Presentation Notes
By 2033 the UK’s population is predicted to rise to 72 million, a 16% increase from 2010 levels & SW region pop. is growing faster than aver.Increasing numbers of single person households, already almost 25% in the Thames water regionMore demand side management, encouraging our customers to do more to conserve water? Aim = 135 litres per person per day (currently 150 litres)Achieve close to 100% water metering in South West (currently 75%). SMART metering rollout. Can we take a more pragmatic approach to increasing environmental standards with regulators?Improve leakageEmbrace new innovative technologies



Where is the energy used?
Across the business pumping 

accounts for 80% of our usage
On a sewage treatment works 
aeration is the biggest consumer

If a site has a UV plant, it can be a 
big user, especially on wet days
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